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Leading for Literacy

TEAM TOOL 4.1

Norm‐Setting Protocol for Team
Participation and Accountability
Norm setting can include making basic agreements about when, where, and for what number of
minutes a team will meet. But often these agreements are already in place before a team sits down
together to set their participation norms—how they will meet.
A F F I R M I N G YO U R T E A M ’ S P U R P O S E

Participants in a team share the understanding that the group’s purpose is to learn together through
ongoing inquiry. Team members should expect to be interactive and collaborative; being explicit about
what they value from one another supports that collaboration. The participation norms the group
establishes together are those explicit expectations.
I N D I V I D UA L T H I N K ‐ W R I T E WA R M ‐ U P

Explain that team members, including yourself, will respond in writing for the next two minutes to
these two prompts.
• Fears: If this team turns out to be one of your worst professional learning experiences ever, what
might be some of its characteristics?
• Hopes: If this team turns out to be one of your best professional learning experiences ever, what
might be some of its characteristics?
CHART RESPONSES

Solicit fears and hopes from the team and have two team members record for all to see.
Facilitate a discussion about what agreements the team can make to decrease the likelihood of
realizing team members’ fears and increase the likelihood of achieving team members’ hopes.
Have the recording team members edit the charts to reflect the agreements.
Check for consensus. Explain that these norms belong to the group and can be changed or added
to at any time, by the group.
Make a final set of norms that can be reproduced for team members, on three‐hole-punched
paper, for example.
REVISIT NORMS ANY TIME

It may be that a particular team experience is the catalyst for revisiting norms. Or the team may decide
simply to revisit their norms after a few meetings because they have a better sense of how they want to
work together. If you or any other team member wants to revisit the team norms, try this simple writing
prompt to set up a discussion:
• What norms would make this an optimal learning community for you?
*See also the discussion and protocol for class norm setting in Reading for Understanding, Chapter 3.

